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Underground space development has gradually become an organic part of China’s urban development and construction. Comprehensively developing underground space scientifically and rationally to give full play to its comprehensive benefits is the main problem faced by China’s underground space development at this stage. This research starts with the measurement of the level of urban underground space (UUS) development. This paper constructs a UUS development level measurement indicator system, which is composed of Construction of UUS (D1), urban economic development indicators (D2), and urban population development indicators (D3), which has 12 secondary indicators, and then we use entropy-TOPSIS method to quantitatively evaluate the development level of underground public space in 39 prefecture-level cities and above in my country and analyze its spatial differentiation. The results show that the urban agglomeration has the characteristics of “high-high” cluster distribution with the development level of underground space. However, the overall level of underground space development in China’s major cities is not high and there are apparent differences in the level of UUS development. In terms of spatial distribution, the sustainable development level of cities in the eastern coastal regions of China is relatively high, with towns in the central and northeastern areas ranking second and western towns and northeastern cities ranking the lowest. At the same time, we found that there is a mismatch between the underground space development index and the economic population development index in the evaluation index. Finally, some suggestions are put forward to realize the balanced development of UUS development in our country.

1. Introduction

Since the reform and opening up, with the rapid development of China’s economy, the amount of underground space development in China’s cities has increased year by year [1]. Since 1997, UUS development regulations have increased year by year (Figure 1). On October 28, 2019, the Global Underground Space Development and Utilization Shanghai Summit released the “Shanghai Declaration” on the global underground space development and utilization. One of the essential topics is: using underground space to save land resources and improve land-use efficiency. Underground space development is to meet current and future human needs for the rapid growth of cities. However, conflicts, resource waste, and environmental effects caused by the fragmented story are becoming increasingly prominent. Therefore, promoting the coordinated development of underground spaces in different regions is essential to promote sustainable urban development [2].

From the perspective of the overall development pattern of UUS in China, the lack of top-level design and overall planning at the national strategic level has led to the widespread waste of underground space resources in different degrees, and the shallow resources in more developed cities have been almost exhausted; the development of underground space industry is uneven; the underground space industry chain still needs to be integrated; the market potential has not been fully tapped; and the investment in the core competitiveness of underground space majors such as scientific and technological innovation, information
Technology services, cutting-edge technology, and intelligence cultivation is insufficient, and these obvious weaknesses need to be improved [3]. Among them, the unbalanced development of UUS is particularly prominent so that it has been affected in the construction of underground space governance system, planning and construction, and information management construction and has been regretted by people from all walks of life committed to the cause of underground space [4]. Under the background of changing urban problems and great differences in the three-dimensional process of urban space, the development of UUS in China is facing the urgent needs of adjustment, optimization, transformation, and upgrading. China has made great progress in the development of UUS, but there are also many conflicts and unresolved problems.

In this context, analyzing the influencing factors of UUS development level in China, revealing the distribution of constituent elements of underground space development level in major cities in China, and exploring the spatial pattern of UUS development level in China can effectively provide decision support and services for the government, enterprises, and the public. The evaluation and analysis of the UUS development level is an essential subject of comprehensive statistics. Related research on the relationship between the development level of urban underground space and economic development and the relationship between the development level of urban underground space and urban population development has been relatively mature [5]. Still, urban underground space is a supplement to urban ground space and its expansion. The current situation is affected by various factors such as the development of ground land, the population distribution of the city in which it is located, population vitality, and the economic development of the city in which it is located. Therefore, it is essential to construct a measurement index system of urban underground space development levels composed of multiple factors, to explore the distribution of urban underground space development levels and various relationships between indicators and the development level of urban underground space [6]. Based on the socio-economic statistical data, this study quantitatively evaluates the development level of UUS in China. By constructing the UUS development level measurement index system including underground space development, urban development, and urban population distribution and comprehensively using the enterprise TOPSIS method, this paper measures the UUS development level and analyzes the spatial pattern, which provides the index model and method support for the evaluation of urban development level in China and provides a reference for the monitoring of urbanization process. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second section analyzes the factors affecting UUS development and the measurement method of the development level of UUS through literature review. The third section introduces the research area and data. The fourth section presents the research methods, including constructing the UUS development level index system, the evaluation method, and the index system’s weighting method. Next, Section 5 will elaborate on the results and discussion. Finally, in Section 6, this paper gives conclusions, suggests suggestions, and looks forward to the future research process.

2. Literature Review

The research on the measurement of UUS development has a long history, including UUS construction planning, spatial planning, ecological planning, and so on. For example, the density ratio model of UUS is used to measure the density of UUS [7], the low-carbon effect of UUS [8], the sustainability evaluation of UUS [9], the geological environment analysis of UUS [10], the assessment of underground space resources [11], the vitality measurement of UUS [12], the capacity measurement of underground space [13], the accessibility measurement of UUS [14], and so on; we can see that the measurement and design of UUS include all aspects of the whole life cycle from planning to planning, from design to construction, and from management to operation and maintenance. Furthermore, since underground space does not exist independently and is often built under urban roads or urban plots, its development is related to geological characteristics [15], the land price [16], location of development projects [17], urban economic development level [11], advantage degree of UUS construction [18], connection degree with urban planning [19, 20], and the development...
potential of UUS [21]. In recent decades, the rapid development of China’s economy and the immediate improvement of urbanization have effectively promoted urban population agglomeration. The process of urbanization in developed countries has entered the middle and late stages as early as last century [22]. Therefore, most of the relevant theories and case studies outside China in this study focus on the last century. Relevant theories and case studies on China have been concentrated in recent years. Our research matched this situation with the differences in development stages in different regions.

The function and layout of UUS are critical factors for developing and utilizing UUS. Boivin (1991) described the Montreal underground pedestrian street network, which connected 44 buildings and 9 subway stations [23]. Polzin (1999) analyzed the relationship between subway and land use by challenging some traditional concepts [24]. Admiraal proposed a bottom-up underground space planning idea, involving several studies on three-dimensional land planning conducted by cob in the Netherlands and obtained a practical method called “underground space development potential map.” This concept has been used in the southern Netherlands to avoid the waste of resources caused by top-down underground space Planning [25]. Bélanger discussed the development model of the underground network and its future as an essential urban infrastructure and paid attention to the origin and transformation of the Toronto underground pedestrian network to illustrate its multidimensional nature. In addition, Li et al. (2016) studied the demand and driving factors of underground space in three subway station areas [17]. Peng et al. (2018) studied the land use and underground space utilization around two subway stations in Shanghai and Osaka, Japan. By summarizing the analysis of underground space function and layout distribution of the two cases, they outlined the station centre layout and commercial street centre layout modes represented by the two cases. The station centre layout emphasizes the smooth transfer of people between different transportation modes. The central layout of the commercial street not only emphasizes traffic transfer but also emphasizes the intensive commercial development and a higher plot ratio of the space under the urban road. It is pointed out that with the urban development, the development model of urban underground public space will change from the central layout of the commercial street to the central design of the station [26]. Through the above search on the influencing factors affecting the development of UUS and the development and utilization of UUS, we can see that the product of UUS includes urban underground transportation facilities [27], underground municipal facilities [28, 29], underground comprehensive disaster prevention facilities [30], underground public service facilities [31], demand and scale prediction, spatial layout, planning control, facility construction, and so on [32]. Its core is to underground some urban functions to meet users’ diversified needs for urban operations [33]. These factors have different effects in promoting the development of urban underground space. The level of economic growth is a decisive factor restricting the development and utilization of urban underground space. Domestic and foreign practical experience shows that when the per capita GDP is 200 to 300 US dollars, the product of urban underground space can gradually satisfy urban economic development that requires rapid development of urban underground space when the per capita GDP is 500 to 2,000 US dollars. When the per capita GDP exceeds 2,000 US dollars, the function and scale of urban underground space development are flourishing. The early development of urban underground love space was affected by the international situation, national protection, and civilian needs. The influence of city scale on urban underground space is reflected in the underground space development index corresponding to the population scale. The large scale of underground space in cities with large population-scale will derive more diverse functions of underground space. Due to the limitations of urban geological conditions, geographic environment, and underground space development technology, urban underground space development has also undergone corresponding changes. In addition, human psychological factors and the shaping of the urban underground space environment affect the vitality of the underground space, thereby affecting urban underground space development.

Urban underground space development is comprehensively affected by the development project itself, urban economic growth, and urban population development. In recent years, China has carried out a large number of UUS development projects. Therefore, it has also established a guidance and control index system with Chinese characteristics formulated by different government agencies [34–37]. At the same time, many scholars began to pay attention to the spatial distribution characteristics of UUS construction. Qualitative and quantitative methods have been used in many studies. The qualitative analysis mainly focuses on the process [38], path [39], and causes [40] of UUS development. Quantitative research specifically includes a comprehensive evaluation of UUS development level [40], driving force analysis of UUS development [41], and trend analysis [3, 42]. The concentration of UUS construction in economically developed areas is the primary trend of UUS construction, which will promote the construction and development of urban agglomeration systems [43]. Although many existing studies have explained the structure of UUS, there are few studies on the integration of underground space, urban development, and population.

Standardization, weighting, and aggregation in measurement methods are usually the basic UUS construction evaluation [44, 45]. The selected weight method is the crucial step of evaluation, and the weight results directly affect the conclusion of the study. Weighting methods can be divided into two categories. The subjective method determines the weight coefficient of each index through a comprehensive consultation score, mainly including the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [46] and the Delphi method [47]. The subjective weight calculation method is greatly affected by the questionnaire object. Targeted conclusions can be drawn when studying a single city. However, once targeting a more comprehensive range of research objects, this method may exaggerate or reduce the impact of some indicators, and it is
easy to lead to inaccurate reflection of the relationship between indicators. Objective methods determine the weight of each index according to the internal relationship and the change degree between different indexes, mainly including principal component analysis (PCA) [48], entropy method [49], grey associative analysis [50], and factor analysis [51]. Therefore, the selection of enterprise TOPSIS method as the method of this study can meet the needs of this study on the measurement of UUS construction level in different regions and different economic development levels in China.

3. Study Areas and Data

3.1. Study Areas. By the end of 2019, China’s total prefecture level and above cities have reached 337, including four municipalities directly under the central government and 222 prefecture-level cities. The development of UUS has a strong correlation with urban economic development [20] and urban population development [52]. At present, the cities that develop UUS on a large scale in China are mainly concentrated in the municipalities directly under the central government, significant regional cities, and other subway construction cities. China’s urban construction subway sets a threshold for economic development and urban population. Combined with the previous literature review, we know that the development level of urban underground space is affected by the city scale, urban economic development level, urban geological environment, underground space development technology, and underground space environmental design. In addition, the level of social and economic development promotes the development of urban underground space to different degrees [53]. Therefore, we comprehensively consider the current product of urban underground space in China and find that these factors have a high degree of consistency in the threshold requirements for urban underground space development and urban rail transit construction [54]. Therefore, 39 cities with subway construction in China are selected as the research area of this study (Figure 2).

Up to now, the latest data obtained by various indicators are the data in 2020. But as we know, COVID-19 has had a more significant impact on the city construction in the world by the end of 2019; especially in early 2020, during the period of preventing and controlling COVID-19, China’s city construction activities almost stagnated. With the Chinese government’s rapid and effective epidemic prevention and control policy, China’s urban construction and economic development are gradually on track. However, there is still a big gap compared with the situation in 2019. In particular, the economic development data of Wuhan and Guangzhou affected by the epidemic in 2020 cannot reflect the actual objective status of urban economic development. Therefore, among the different databases of COVID-19, we chose 2019 data as the primary data of this study.

3.2. Data Resource. The data used in this study are from China’s official statistical yearbook and research report. Among them, $D_{11} \sim D_{15}$ data are from the blue book 2020 on UUS construction in China and China Urban Construction Statistical Yearbook 2020; $D_{21} \sim D_{23}$, $D_{31}$, and $D_{32}$ data are from China Urban Statistics Yearbook 2020; and $D_{24}$ and $D_{33}$ data are from China urban vitality Research Report 2019.

4. Study Methods

4.1. Construction of the Index System. Urban underground space development belongs to the category of urban construction. Urban construction is closely related to urban economic development level, population-scale, and population density. Therefore, UUS development involves urban development, society, economy, and other aspects and is an auxiliary means for planners to select schemes. Therefore, the index system is composed of the UUS construction index ($D_1$), urban economic development index ($D_2$), and urban population index ($D_3$) (Figure 3). Following the principles of independence, practicability, and operability, the index layer is constructed. We determine the measurement index system of the UUS development level, including 3 criteria layer indexes and 12 index layer indexes [55].

The comprehensiveness and simplification of indicators should be fully considered in extracting indicators. Neither important indicators nor too many indicators should be omitted, resulting in cross-indicators and increasing the difficulty of evaluation. The index system should be clearly positioned and structured to avoid redundancy. The meaning of the index is clear and convenient for quantitative evaluation [56]. According to the existing research results and the purpose of this study, the measurement index system of the UUS development level is summarized in Table 1.

4.2. Calculating Index Weight Using Entropy Weight Method. Index weighting is the basis of evaluation. The index system consists of qualitative and quantitative indicators. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with the indicators dimensionless first and then carry out comprehensive weighting. The entropy weight method calculates the weight based on the dimensionless results, which are more objective. The primary process is as follows:

1. Index dimensional standardization

The indicator units and dimensions in the indicator system are different and cannot be compared directly. Therefore, the indicators need to be dimensionless. When we deal with positive indicators, the standardized calculation method is as follows:

$$x'_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - x_{ij}^{\min}}{x_{ij}^{\max} - x_{ij}^{\min}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

When we deal with negative indicators, the standardized calculation method is as follows:

$$x'_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}^{\max} - x_{ij}}{x_{ij}^{\max} - x_{ij}^{\min}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Figure 2: Space distribution of major Chinese cities based on the level measure of underground space development.

Figure 3: Index system for UUS development level.
Table 1: Summary table of the index system of UUS development level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target layer</th>
<th>Code layer</th>
<th>Index layer</th>
<th>Indicator meaning</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of UUS development (D)</td>
<td>Construction of UUS (D₁)</td>
<td>Development intensity of underground space in the built-up area (D₁₁)</td>
<td>The ratio of the construction area of underground space development in built-up areas to the area of built-up areas is an important indicator to measure the orderly and connotative development of underground space resource utilization. The higher the development intensity, the higher the economic benefits of land use.</td>
<td>[1, 2, 5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scale of underground space per capita (D₁₂)</td>
<td>Per capita ownership of UUS construction area is an important indicator to measure the level of UUS construction.</td>
<td>[4, 7, 8, 11, 20, 21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parking underground rate (D₁₃)</td>
<td>The ratio of urban underground parking spaces to the city’s actual total parking spaces is an important indicator to measure the functional structure of UUSs and the rational allocation of infrastructure.</td>
<td>[30, 35, 37, 39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive utilization rate of underground space (D₁₄)</td>
<td>The proportion of urban underground public service space to the total scale of underground space measures the degree of comprehensive utilization of UUS market-oriented development.</td>
<td>[10, 12, 18–20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Underground space social dominance rate (D₁₅)</td>
<td>The ratio of urban ordinary underground space to the total underground space is an index that measures the degree of social and policy-led development of UUS development.</td>
<td>[8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban economic development indicators (D₂)</td>
<td>GDP per capita (D₂₁)</td>
<td>GDP per capita is an effective tool for people to understand and grasp the macroeconomic performance of a country or region and is often used as an indicator of economic development in development economics.</td>
<td>[42–45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban housing prices (D₂₂)</td>
<td>Urban housing price is a measure of the value of urban land.</td>
<td>[15, 16, 18, 19]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The proportion of the tertiary industry (D₂₃)</td>
<td>The proportion of the tertiary industry is an indicator to measure the amount of building development of the city’s tertiary industry.</td>
<td>[39, 41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population attractiveness index (D₂₄)</td>
<td>Using the city’s resident population attractiveness index, the ratio of the new inflow resident population to the new inflow resident population in all cities across the country is expressed, and the urban development trend is objectively presented.</td>
<td>[39–41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban population index (D₃)</td>
<td>Urbanization rate (D₃₁)</td>
<td>It is a measure of urbanization. Within the urban area, the total population is counted according to the permanent resident population.</td>
<td>[14–16]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban population size (D₃₂)</td>
<td>Urban night light value intensity can be used as an effective form of representation of human activity.</td>
<td>[9–11, 37, 38]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human activity intensity (D₃₃)</td>
<td></td>
<td>[39, 41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Normalization of index results
We further translate the standardized values according to a specific range to unify the index results into a comparable area, to eliminate the negative value or poor comparability of modelling results after dimensionless processing of some indexes. The standardized numerical translation calculation method is as follows:

$$x_{ij}'' = H + x_{ij}',$$

(3)
The forward matrix is as follows:

\[ y_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}^n}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ij}^n}. \]  

(4) Calculation of entropy

\[ e_j = -\frac{1}{\ln n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_{ij} \ln y_{ij}, \]

(5) Calculation of difference coefficient

\[ g_j = 1 - e_j, \]

where \( j = 1, 2, \ldots p \).

(6) Calculation of index weight

\[ \omega_j = \frac{g_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{p} g_j}, \]

where \( j = 1, 2, \ldots p \).

4.3. TOPSIS Model. TOPSIS is a typical measurement method, which can make full use of the information of the original data, and its results can accurately reflect the gap between the evaluation schemes. The basic process of the model is: first unify the original data matrix with the index type (generally forward processing), obtain the forward matrix, standardize the forward matrix to eliminate the influence of each index dimension, find the best scheme and the worst scheme in the limited system, then calculate the distance between each evaluation object and the best approach and the worst scenario, and obtain the relative proximity between each evaluation object and the best system, which can be used as the basis for evaluating the advantages and disadvantages. This method has no strict restrictions on the distribution of data and the content of samples, and the data calculation is relatively simple. The specific steps are as follows.

4.3.1. Matrix Standardization. Assuming that there are \( n \) objects to be evaluated and \( M \) evaluation indexes (which have been forward converted through the first step), the forward matrix is as follows:

\[ X_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} x_{i1} & x_{i2} & \cdots & x_{im} \\ x_{i2} & x_{i2} & \cdots & x_{im} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{in1} & x_{in2} & \cdots & x_{inm} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

The processed data is subjected to vector normalization, and the following formula transforms the vector normalization:

\[ b_{ij} = \frac{a_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij}^2}}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n. \]

The most significant feature of this method is that after normalization, the square sum of the same attribute value of each scheme is 1. Therefore, it is often used to calculate the Euclidean distance between each scheme and a virtual scheme (such as ideal solution point or negative ideal solution point) and weight it to obtain the weighted normalization matrix.

Assuming that there are \( n \) evaluation objects, the standardized matrix of \( m \) evaluation indexes is \( Z \), as follows:

\[ Z = \begin{bmatrix} z_{11} & z_{12} & \cdots & z_{1m} \\ z_{21} & z_{22} & \cdots & z_{2m} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ z_{n1} & z_{n2} & \cdots & z_{nm} \end{bmatrix}. \]

4.3.2. Determining Positive Ideal Solution \( C^* \) and Negative Ideal Solution. Suppose the \( j \)-th attribute value of positive ideal solution \( C^* \) is \( c_{ij}^* \), and assume that the \( j \)-th attribute value of negative ideal solution \( C^0 \) is \( c_{ij}^0 \).

positive ideal solution \( c_{ij}^* = \max_i c_{ij}, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots n, \)

negative ideal solution \( c_{ij}^0 = \min_i c_{ij}, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots n. \)

4.3.3. Calculating the Euclidean Distance between Each Scheme and the Ideal Point and the Negative Ideal Point. According to Euclidean distance, the distance \( d_i^* \) and \( d_i^0 \) between scheme \( i \) and the ideal and negative points are calculated as follows:

\[ d_i^* = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( c_{ij} - \max_i c_{ij} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}, \]

\[ d_i^0 = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( c_{ij} - \min_i c_{ij} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}. \]

4.3.4. Calculating the Comprehensive Measure Index. We use equations (11) and (12) to calculate the distance \( d_i^* \) from each scheme to the positive ideal solution and the distance \( d_i^0 \) from the negative ideal solution. We then calculate the comprehensive evaluation index \( C_i \) for each city \( i \). The calculation method is as follows:

\[ C_i = \frac{d_i^0}{d_i^0 + d_i^*}. \]
Development intensity of underground space in the built-up area (D11)
Scale of underground space per capita (D12)

*Figure 4:* The distribution of the data for the indicators $D_{11}$ and $D_{12}$.

Parking underground rate (D13)
Comprehensive utilization rate of underground space (D14)
Underground space social dominance rate (D15)

*Figure 5:* The distribution of the data for the indicators $D_{13}$, $D_{14}$, and $D_{15}$.

Development intensity of underground space in the built-up area (D11)
Scale of underground space per capita (D12)

*Figure 6:* Correlation analysis of $D_{11}$ and $D_{12}$.

$y = 0.485x + 1.4945$
$R^2 = 0.5785$


5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Analysis of Results

5.1.1. Statistical Results of Indicators. Our evaluation of the development intensity of underground space in the built-up area (D11) shows that the top ten cities are Hangzhou, Shanghai, Ningbo, Foshan, Changsha, Suzhou, Wuxi, Nanjing, Beijing, and Wuhan (Figure 4). Our evaluation of the per-capita size of underground space (D12) shows that the top ten cities are Hangzhou, Nanjing, Changsha, Suzhou, Zhengzhou, Fuzhou, Wuxi, Ningbo, Wuhan, and Beijing (Figure 4). The evaluation result of the parking underground rate (D13) shows that the top ten cities are Ningbo, Dongguan, Hangzhou, Suzhou, Hefei, Chengdu, Hohhot, Changzhou, Wuxi, Nanjing, and Guangzhou (Figure 4). Our evaluation of comprehensive utilization rate of underground space (D14) shows that the top ten cities are Hangzhou, Shanghai, Nanjing, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Fuzhou, Beijing, Changzhou, Taiyuan, and Wuhan (Figure 5). Thus, it can be seen that although the ranking of cities corresponding to various indicators of UUS construction is slightly different, it is relatively concentrated in Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Suzhou, and other economically developed cities.

However, the measurement of UUS development level is composed of UUS construction, economic development, and population development. For example, as Beijing is the capital of China, its underground space development is greatly affected by the administration. Although UUS development is significant and the degree of UUS construction is low, as the economic centre of northern China, Beijing’s population, and economic development level are among the best in China. Hence, its UUS development level is not low. According to the obtained UUS construction data, we found that the development intensity of underground space in the built-up area (D11) and scale of underground space per capital (D12) has a robust correlation (Figure 6). There is also a strong positive correlation between the parking underground rate (D13), comprehensive utilization
rate of underground space (D14), underground space social
governance rate (D15), and other indicators (Figures 7–9) there is
a strong correlation. In addition, there is also a strong cor-
relation between UUS construction indicators and urban
population data and urban economic development data, in-
dicating that urban population data and urban economic de-
velopment play a positive role in promoting the development of
UUS.

5.1.2. Analysis of Final Measurement Results. The under-
ground space development level of 39 major cities in China
calculated by the index system constructed in this study is
shown in Table 2. According to the research results of
existing scholars, the closeness degree is divided into four
grade standards to characterize the development degree
corresponding to the development level of UUS in the study
area, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Range of $D$</th>
<th>Level of development</th>
<th>Number of cities</th>
<th>Percentage of cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.8$</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>0.6–0.8</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>0.3–0.6</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>0–0.3</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of measurement results of UUS development level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$D_1$</th>
<th>$D_2$</th>
<th>$D_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>0.63103</td>
<td>0.4525</td>
<td>0.85364</td>
<td>0.69048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>0.66316</td>
<td>0.59111</td>
<td>0.74375</td>
<td>0.75697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>0.65725</td>
<td>0.62183</td>
<td>0.7028</td>
<td>0.56872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>0.62155</td>
<td>0.45241</td>
<td>0.7427</td>
<td>0.73008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>0.50886</td>
<td>0.43607</td>
<td>0.43974</td>
<td>0.58511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi’an</td>
<td>0.40182</td>
<td>0.19748</td>
<td>0.34907</td>
<td>0.56097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>0.43865</td>
<td>0.36847</td>
<td>0.46542</td>
<td>0.43258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>0.63474</td>
<td>0.75647</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.52357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongqing</td>
<td>0.29661</td>
<td>0.15285</td>
<td>0.28027</td>
<td>0.4904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>0.68897</td>
<td>0.83627</td>
<td>0.54571</td>
<td>0.61085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changsha</td>
<td>0.44395</td>
<td>0.37548</td>
<td>0.37513</td>
<td>0.53255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengzhou</td>
<td>0.41036</td>
<td>0.33867</td>
<td>0.39271</td>
<td>0.47256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td>0.47549</td>
<td>0.56889</td>
<td>0.34839</td>
<td>0.43857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzhou</td>
<td>0.54409</td>
<td>0.54431</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.53159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalian</td>
<td>0.29167</td>
<td>0.2969</td>
<td>0.22065</td>
<td>0.26324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>0.31455</td>
<td>0.21731</td>
<td>0.25803</td>
<td>0.36588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>0.26733</td>
<td>0.14448</td>
<td>0.20228</td>
<td>0.36742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanning</td>
<td>0.37518</td>
<td>0.18539</td>
<td>0.28978</td>
<td>0.49776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hefei</td>
<td>0.42277</td>
<td>0.39819</td>
<td>0.33864</td>
<td>0.41257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingdao</td>
<td>0.35766</td>
<td>0.29766</td>
<td>0.35471</td>
<td>0.33448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ningbo</td>
<td>0.49194</td>
<td>0.58199</td>
<td>0.35155</td>
<td>0.39477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiamen</td>
<td>0.48212</td>
<td>0.35245</td>
<td>0.45416</td>
<td>0.52579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changchun</td>
<td>0.24641</td>
<td>0.28512</td>
<td>0.15903</td>
<td>0.16565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunming</td>
<td>0.40438</td>
<td>0.31411</td>
<td>0.32006</td>
<td>0.45475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foshan</td>
<td>0.46103</td>
<td>0.38683</td>
<td>0.31904</td>
<td>0.57703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuxi</td>
<td>0.48672</td>
<td>0.53672</td>
<td>0.40963</td>
<td>0.38675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzhou</td>
<td>0.37854</td>
<td>0.42044</td>
<td>0.31571</td>
<td>0.35329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shijiazhuang</td>
<td>0.25176</td>
<td>0.19928</td>
<td>0.2339 &amp; 0.27941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>0.32663</td>
<td>0.24047</td>
<td>0.32733</td>
<td>0.34443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiyang</td>
<td>0.37401</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.24138</td>
<td>0.45393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbin</td>
<td>0.32989</td>
<td>0.3784</td>
<td>0.34589</td>
<td>0.10158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongguan</td>
<td>0.48021</td>
<td>0.39589</td>
<td>0.35968</td>
<td>0.59385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuzhou</td>
<td>0.26595</td>
<td>0.25839</td>
<td>0.14612</td>
<td>0.31533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>0.36286</td>
<td>0.25227</td>
<td>0.27358</td>
<td>0.43259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huhehaote</td>
<td>0.38499</td>
<td>0.38486</td>
<td>0.29974</td>
<td>0.31561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changzhou</td>
<td>0.41430</td>
<td>0.46412</td>
<td>0.34372</td>
<td>0.29199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luoyang</td>
<td>0.22920</td>
<td>0.26472</td>
<td>0.11211</td>
<td>0.21258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiyuan</td>
<td>0.38161</td>
<td>0.28277</td>
<td>0.27436</td>
<td>0.4355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulumuqi</td>
<td>0.35289</td>
<td>0.2429</td>
<td>0.36047</td>
<td>0.32129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Corresponding standards for the closeness of UUS development level.
Among the first-level indicators, the underground space development of Nanjing and Hangzhou far exceeds that of other cities (Figure 10); the urban economic development of Beijing and Shanghai far exceeds that of other cities (Figure 11); and the population development indicators of Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Hangzhou are relatively high (Figure 12). Thus, we can see that the distribution of the three indicators is relatively reasonable, and the index results do not fully tend to any city. Furthermore, this also proves the rationality of constructing the evaluation index system in this study. Under the influence of the first-class indicators that comprehensively reflect the development level of UUS, we can see that Hangzhou has the highest development level of underground space in major cities in China, with a $D$ value of 0.68897, which has not reached the “excellent” level.

Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Beijing, and Shenzhen (Figure 13), accounting for 15.39% of the total sample (Table 3). Nearly half of the evaluation results of UUS development levels are between 0 and 0.3. The main cities selected in this study are cities with much underground space development in recent years. We can see that the underground space development level is low overall and has an excellent local effect.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of the results of the UUS development level. The results show that the top ten cities are Hangzhou, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Beijing,
Shenzhen, Suzhou, Chengdu, Ningbo, and Wuxi. Except that Chengdu is a central city and Beijing is a northern city, other cities are located in the southeast coastal provinces. In addition, due to the implementation of transit-oriented development (TOD) to guide urban development in recent years, many subway lines have been built, promoting the improvement of the development level of UUS.

5.2. Spatial Distribution of Underground Space Development Level

5.2.1. Spatial Distribution Analysis of Subindicators

**Distribution Law of Underground Space Development Index Results.** The development index of UUS is highly consistent with the spatial distribution of China’s three major urban agglomerations. According to Tables 2 and 3, Hangzhou is in the first level; Nanjing and Guangzhou are in the second level and the top ten are Shanghai, Ningbo, Tianjin, Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzhou, and Beijing (Figure 15), mainly distributed in the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region. The urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta are lower than other urban agglomerations. The low underground space development intensity causes the problem and per capita underground space area index (Figure 16).

**Distribution Law of Urban Economic Development Index Results.** Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Guangzhou (Figure 17) rank at the forefront of urban economic development indicators. These cities are China’s economic central cities. However, compared with the development indicators of UUS, only the economic development indicators of Guangzhou match the development indicators of underground space. The urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta economic development index is better than that of Pearl River Delta and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region; a new urban economic development centre with Chengdu-Chongqing region as the core has been formed in the central part (Figure 18).

By comparing and analyzing the distribution law of UUS development indicators and urban economic development...
indicators, we can see that the measurement results of underground space development in Hangzhou, Nanjing, Wuxi, and Changzhou are higher than economic development, which does not match the relationship between UUS and urban economic population (Figure 19). This is mainly because these regions’ early urbanization and economic development are much higher than those of other regions, making these cities realize earlier that we can solve the contradiction with economic and population expansion through the development of underground space. Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and other cities in the Pearl River Delta are located in hilly areas, with a good level of landscape economic development and low urban land utilization rate. Therefore, the demand for underground space development will be below. However, in recent years, there has been no new land development in Shenzhen. In the future, underground space development for urban expansion will promote the further development of UUS.

Figure 16: Spatial distribution of underground space development index calculation results.

Figure 17: Distribution of calculation results of urban economic development indicators.
Distribution Law of Urban Population Development Index

Results. “Hu Huanyong line” is the comparison line for dividing China’s population density proposed by Chinese geographer Hu in 1935. According to “Hu Huanyong line,” the southeast half accounts for 43.8% of the national land area and 94.1% of the total population. “Hu Huanyong line” has also become the dividing line of urbanization level to some extent. The urbanization level of most of the southeast provinces, autonomous regions, and cities along this line is higher than the national average level. Most of the northwest provinces and regions are lower than the national average level. In this study, underground space development is based on dense population and a high level of economic development. Therefore, the main cities are concentrated in the south of the “Hu Huanyong line”
Figure 20: Spatial distribution of urban population development level indicators.

Figure 21: Correlation of the index $D_2$ and the index $D_3$.  

\[ y = 0.6705x + 0.1889 \]

$R^2 = 0.5599$
In addition to the higher urbanization level and human activity intensity in cities such as Dongguan and Foshan in the Pearl River Delta, resulting in higher urban population development level than UUS development and urban economic development, the population distribution results of each city are highly correlated with the level of urban economic development (Figure 21).

5.2.2. Spatial Distribution Law of Development Level. Figure 22 shows the spatial distribution law of the UUS development level in China. We can see that the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta, the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region, and Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration are the regions with high UUS development levels in China. The main reason is that the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta and the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta bring together China’s primary social resources, scientific and technological innovation forces, and capital market, which is conducive to promoting the development and utilization of UUS. Its underground space is ample in scale and full of functions, and also its policy support documents and management system are relatively perfect. In the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta in 2019, the growth rates of the new building area of underground space in Zhejiang Province and Jiangsu Province were 12% and 9%, respectively, and the growth rate of the new building area of underground space in Guangdong Province was 20%, both far exceeding the national average growth rate of 2.05%. The development level of central cities such as Changsha and Wuhan is also high. The development of underground space mainly focuses on constructing urban underground facilities systems such as subway and urban pipe galleries, which matches the current urban development pattern in China.

However, some cities such as Xi'an, Chongqing, and Nanchang have high economic development levels and population density, but the development level of underground space is deficient, which undoubtedly affects the city’s sustainable development. Because the statistical calibre of this study is municipal jurisdiction, Chongqing, as a municipality directly under the central government, has a large area of a noncentral urban area, which has a significant impact on its underground space development indicator. Chongqing is an administrative region with a provincial

Figure 22: Distribution map of underground space development level in major cities in China.
structure, so we should combine the analysis of the results with the characteristics of the central city. What needs particular explanation is that although Chongqing is a municipal administrative region, the structure of Chongqing is a provincial structure. In other words, in addition to the main urban area of Chongqing, the urbanization process of other counties and districts is in line with the central metropolitan area. Compared with the urban area, it appears to be very slow, which undoubtedly affects the relevant indicator results of Chongqing. Suppose we put aside sites other than the central metropolitan area. In that case, the relevant indicators of Chongqing's urban economic development, population development, and underground space development are fundamental. The top one is because Chongqing is located in a mountainous area, and urban construction needs to consider the topography fully. The central metropolitan area of cluster development bears a large amount of urban population. Combined with the construction of rail transit, it connects multiple functional clusters throughout Chongqing. As far as the central metropolitan area is concerned, the development level of underground space in Chongqing is very advanced [57]. Although the population development index of Harbin and Changchun is low, their underground space develops well, mainly because Harbin and Changchun are located in the middle temperate zone [58]. The climate is characterized by warm summer and cold winter, which lasts for about five months. In cold winter, their underground space activity comfort is higher than the ground, similar to the development and utilization of Montreal underground city in Canada [59].

6. Conclusions and Suggestions

6.1. Conclusions. This study constructs the UUS development index system from 12 indexes in 3 aspects: underground space development, urban economic development, and urban population development [60]. The entropy weight TOPSIS method is used to measure the underground space development level of 39 major cities in China. Based on the analysis of the results, the conclusions are as follows:
(1) The law of UUS development along urban agglomeration

As we all know, China's urban spatial pattern is mainly composed of the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta, the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region, and Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration. The urban agglomeration structure plays a significant role in driving regional economic development and promoting urban comprehensive benefits. As a space carrier, architecture and underground space are undoubtedly its material guarantee [61]. The 39 major cities in this study have a spatial clustering phenomenon in the comprehensive index, and the spatial clustering phenomenon of the three secondary indicators is undeniable. According to the comprehensive index, the urban agglomerations of the Yangtze River Delta, the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta, and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region are the areas with a high level of UUS development. As Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration is located in the west, only two central cities are selected for this study case; other regional economic and population indicators are poor, so they cannot support UUS development. Therefore, the development level of UUS is the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta > the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta > Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region > Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration, indicating that the development of urban population and economy in the urban agglomeration area has a significant impact on promoting the development of UUS; urban cluster development can promote the development level of UUS.

(2) Unbalanced regional development of UUS

The cities measured in this study are mainly cities with urban economic development and population development at the head of China. The development of UUS has a high correlation with urban rail transit [62]. Therefore, based on screening economic and population development, 39 cities with urban rail transit are selected. These cities are mainly distributed in the south of the famous “Hu Huayong line,” and this matches the current development law of our country. There is a spatial clustering phenomenon in the comprehensive measure (d). The “high-high” clustering areas are the urban agglomerations of Yangtze River Delta, the urban agglomerations of Pearl River Delta, and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region. The overall level of other regions is not high except in Chengdu. The UUS development, economic development, and population development of the urban agglomeration in which the “high-high” cluster area is located are very balanced, indicating that the development of urban cluster is conducive to comprehensively improving various indicators of each city and promoting the development of UUS in the city. The population development level of other cities is high, such as in Zhengzhou, and the economic development level is high, such as in Chongqing. The development level of underground space is high. For example, the comprehensive index of the UUS development level in Harbin is not high. These cities have great underground space development potential. In the future, the rapid development of UUS may be realized with urban development.

(3) Unbalanced development of indicators

As an essential part of urban space, UUS serves urban residents. Therefore, its underground space development often matches urban economic development and population development. Once it does not match, there may be urban traffic congestion, low spatial efficiency, poor environmental quality, and other problems. According to the results of the three primary indicators of underground space development, urban economic development, and urban population development measured in this study, most UUS development indicators in China match well with economic development and urban population development. There are relatively few urban problems in these cities. However, there is an imbalance in the development of indicators, including the advanced development of a class of underground space indicators higher than the indicators of economic development and population development and planning the city's future development. The representative cities are Hangzhou, Nanjing, Ningbo, Tianjin, Zhengzhou, and Harbin (Figure 23). For example, Hangzhou took the construction of urban public space as the focus of urban development during the 12th Five-Year Plan period, which focused on urban construction in terms of large-scale transportation hub layout, underground corridor construction, and in-depth development, making full use of underground space to improve urban functions, alleviate traffic congestion, improve the regional environment, create more comfortable underground space and public activity facilities, and meet people's growing "quality demand" for underground space. As a result, the indicators of underground space, regional economic development, and population development develop together, mainly including Guangzhou, Beijing, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Xi'an, Nanning, Chongqing, and Nanchang. With the transformation of China's urban development from incremental expansion to stock optimization, these cities' underground space development indicators will increase rapidly in the future.

6.2. Proposal. Because of the development law of underground space in major cities in China, which shows the law of development around urban agglomeration, the development of UUS has the problems of unbalanced regional development and uncoordinated development among indicators. Therefore, in order to promote the healthy and
balanced development of UUS in China, based on the relevant analysis of this study, we put forward the following suggestions:

(1) We should promote the sustainable development of underground space, economy, and population. The result of underground space should not rely too much on the guidance of urban policies. The involvement of social capital in promoting the development and utilization of urban underground public space is conducive to promoting the efficiency of the three-dimensional growth of the metropolitan area. The result of underground space should aim at meeting the use of urban residents. The collaborative development of underground space, economy, and population is the way to promote the rational development of UUS. This study shows that cities with a high development level of UUS generally have a high index coordination degree, confirming the necessity of balanced development.

(2) The government should take effective measures to narrow the development gap between eastern and western China and ensure the balanced development of UUS in China. Of course, this balanced development is based on the coordinated development of underground space, economy, and population. This study found significant differences in the development level of underground space between the western region and other regions in social, economic, and environmental indicators and the overall situation. At the same time, the differences between cities in the western region are also very huge. At this stage, China’s “western development strategy,” “finance of northeast old industrial base,” “rise of central China,” and other preferential policies in underdeveloped areas can provide more national support for the economic development of these regions. The population of most cases corresponding to this study is growing continuously. Therefore, under the background of sustained economic and population growth, the development differential of regional underground space development level will gradually narrow.

(3) We should support the exploration of effective evaluation methods and feedback mechanisms for UUS development vitality. On the one hand, the evaluation method can qualitatively or quantitatively reflect the UUS development level. On the other hand, the feedback mechanism can help the government find the problems hindering the development level of UUS to scientifically formulate corresponding improvement strategies and improve the efficiency of the vertical utilization of urban space.

6.3. Future Research Prospects. In fact, in addition to the three types of factors mentioned in this study, the influencing factors of UUS development level are more complex in China, such as political factors, urban rail transit construction, urban landform constraints, and urban development strategy. Under the influence of politics, the development level of landform constraints, the diversity of underground space development in Chongqing is good. With the promotion of TOD development strategy, the development level of underground space in Chengdu has maintained a high level in recent years. At present, more than ten cities in China have opened or built rail transit. With the promotion of urban rail transit, the development of UUS is also developing rapidly. Therefore, in the follow-up research, we will add urban rail transit as the influencing factor affecting the development level of UUS and explore the relevant laws of the integrated development of UUS and rail transit.
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